In spite of the fact that practically every academic work dedicated to the history of the Crimea mentions the importance of the slave-trade for the Khanate's economy, 10 the role which was played by the Jewish population (both Karaite and Rabbanite) 11 in this process still has not been properly investigated. Not much has been written on a subject apart from quite biased writings of Karaite and Polish scholars, who created a myth of 'generous Karaites' ransoming Polish slaves and captives from the Crimea. 12 In this pa- (Szeged, 1983) . 11 Unfortunately, every student of the history of the Crimean Jewry in late medieval to early modern times faces a very serious methodological problem. Gentile sources of this period seldom differentiated the Karaite (i.e. non-Talmudic) Jews of the Crimea from their Rabbanite brethren. Normally, they simply called them 'Jews' in their languages (Lat. Judaei, Turk. yahudiler, Germ. Juden, Rus. жиды etc.). This is why in most cases we can only very cautiously suggest, while taking into account some other indicators, whether 'a Jew' mentioned in this or that source was a Karaite or Rabbanite.
12 E.g. Bohdan Baranowski, 'Przyczynki do stosunków Karaimów ze wschodem muzuł-mańskim', Myśl Karaimska 12 (1939): 11-19; idem, 'Dzieje jasyru na Gródku karaimskim', Myśl Karaimska s.n. 2 (1947): 40-52. Myśl Karaimska is hereafter referred to as MK. In passing, it is important to mention that authors published in MK usually neglected the role of the Crimean and Polish Armenians in the process of slave redemption. Nevertheless, the importance of Armenian merchants in this process is testified in many published and archival documents (e.g. Archiwum Glówne Akt Dawnych, Archiwum Koronne Warszawskie, Dział Tatarskie-hereafter: AGAD AKW, Dz. Tatarskie-k. 61, t. 69, no. 211; and k. 61, t. 62, no. 204; cf. Kołodziejczyk, 4 journal of jewish studies per I will disprove this and some other stereotypes, which appeared because of biased and superficial analysis of source material available. Moreover, as will be shown in the article, a few documents related to the role of the Karaites in the slave trade were interpolated or even entirely fabricated. The article also introduces many archival documents and little known printed sources, some of which are published in the appendix.
Jews-intermediaries in ransoming slaves and prisoners of war
Practically every article written by Karaite authors of the 1920-30s was full of emotional references regarding the generosity of the Polish-Lithuanian and Crimean Karaites who, in their view, constantly participated in ransoming of the Polish prisoners. 13 In order to substantiate this claim a special article was composed by a non-Karaite Polish Orientalist, Bohdan Baranowski. The article was published in Myśl Karaimska (Pol. 'Karaite thought'), which was, perhaps, the most important Karaite periodical of the twentieth century. There, on the basis of archival and already published sources, the author suggested that the Karaites were ransoming Polish prisoners from the captivity not because of financial interests, but as a consequence of their generous nature and incredible fidelity to the Polish kings.
14 However, the author seems to deliberately distort historical truth: some of the published sources which Baranowski is referring to . . . unfortunately do not exist. His references to archival sources are often too imprecise (sometimes he indicates only numbers of archival folders, without specifying exact call numbers and pages of the documents). As is shown below, the only archival source, which was directly related to the Crimean Karaites, was sort of 'censored' by the author. Even the title of the article indicates the author's bias: non-existent toponym Gródek Karaimski (Pol. Karaite town), which is not reflected in any Early Modern source, is, undoubtedly, the author's corruption of Turk. Çufut Qal eh (Jews' Castle; cf. also Russian Zhidovskii Gorodok or German Judenfestung).
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Discovered by me archival documents and printed sources present readers with completely different picture of the Karaite involvement in the Tatar slave trade. First, a number of sources testify to the fact that the Jewish population of the Crimean Khanate (and the Karaites among them) often bought slaves for their domestic purposes (see below). Second, the sources, which describe the mediation of the Crimean Karaites and Rabbanites in the redemption of captives and prisoners, undoubtedly, present this process as a part of their commercial activity, giving no regard concerning generosity or other elevated 'Slave Hunting', 157). 13 See numerous articles published in Myśl Karaimska from 1924-1947. 14 Baranowski, 'Dzieje jasyru', esp.51-52. 15 Equally pseudohistorical is his reference to a small island on the Dnieper called Karajteben (ibid., 50; perhaps, a corruption of Kara Tepe (=Black hill). This toponym, however, has nothing to do with the Karaites. Çufut Qal eh (Turk. Jews' Castle) was an important mountainous stronghold in the Crimea, inhabited by the Karaites, most likely, from the mid-fourteenth until the end of the eighteenth centuries. The Karaites were the only inhabitants of this settlement approximately from the second half of the seventeenth century onwards (see more in Mikhail Kizilov, Karaites through the Travellers' Eyes (New York, 2003), 147-198).
feeling whatsoever.
Especially detailed is the information of Martinus Broniovius (Marcin Broniewski) in the chapter 'Captivorum apud Tartaros ratio' of his 'Tartariae Descriptio' (1578). He mentioned that the ambassadors from Christian countries were usually trying to bribe the Jews or Tatars (Judaeos vel Tartaros pecunia corruptos) in order to ransom Christian captives. These 'corrupt' Jewish and Tatar merchant normally offered them the price, which was much lower than that, which would be offered to them by Tatar officials. In his opinion, participation of these bribed Jews and Tatars had been extremely important for the successful redemption of captives. 16 Travellers' information about the Jewish mediators in ransoming slaves is confirmed by other sources. A Rabbanite merchant from Caffa, Hoca Bikeş Gökgöz (in Russian sources Hozia Kokos), 17 perhaps the most famous medieval Crimean Jew, had special dealings with the Russian Tsar Ivan III over the redemption of Russian prisoners in the 1470s. In spite of the fact that the Russian merchants who had been captured by theŞirin bey Mamaq were very grateful to Hoca and even gave him some money, the Jewish merchant tried to get some additional money by cheating the Tsar. Regardless, he certainly played a crucial role in the release of these captives.
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Some of the Crimean Jews were sent to negotiate purchase and redemption of the captives in remote European and Oriental countries. Highly interesting was the destiny of the merchant Meir Ashkenazi of Caffa, who was appointed envoy of the Tatar khan to Kraków (Poland). He often travelled to the Orient and was killed between the 15th and the 25th day of Tammuz (July), 1567 by corsairs near Dakhel in Upper Egypt together with all the passengers on the ship. In the same 1567 he delivered a group of slaves (prisoners of war) from Egypt to Gava (port near Genoa). 20 It is interesting to note that this Jewish merchant whose Turkic name Arslan ('Lion') shows his Crimean or Ottoman origin, was sent together with these captives to such remote country as Poland. His mission, undoubtedly, was to negotiate monetary problems related to the redemption-fee for the Swedish captives.
In contrast to Baranowski's statement concerning active and wide involvement of the Karaites into the process of captives' redemption, there are but a few sources which directly tell us about the role, which was played in this process by the Karaites. In 1614 a Crimean Jew (most likely a Karaite from Çu-fut Qal eh) Abraham ben Berakhah ransomed a Nogay prisoner Mamay bin Mohammed at the price of 120 florins, which the latter was supposed to pay him back. 21 In another article of his, Baranowski quoted a certain document found by him (according to his own words) in the archive of Nieświeskie.
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According to this document, two Galician Karaites 23 ransomed from the captivity a certain Tatar soldier. Later this soldier turned out to be a cousin of the kalga 24 Agatumkiery from the Giray clan, the Tatar dynasty which had been ruling the Crimean Khanate. The Karaites were somehow aware of this fact (even though the Polish officials considered this Giray to be one of the regular captives) and in order to show their veneration fell in dust in front of this captured Tatar. Afterwards the Karaites redeemed the captive from the Polish soldiers at a very low price, 'grabbed horses' tails and, while obnoxiously jumping, followed this pagan.' The whole story sounds highly interesting, but, when taking into consideration Baranowski's casual treatment of Karaite-related sources, one cannot be entirely sure regarding the veracity of this source and its interpretation by this scholar. 23 In addition to the Karaite communities of the Crimea, Lithuania, and Volhynia, there also was a small Karaite colony in Eastern Galicia (Halicz, Kukizów, Lwów, and a few smaller settlements).
24 Kalga (or kalgay) sultan was the second person in the Crimean Khanate after the Khan. The kalga's main residence was in the town of Akmeçet (modern Simferopol′). 25 Baranowski, 'Przyczynki', 17-19. Unfortunately, the veracity of this document cannot be verified: this document, as well as many other priceless materials from Polish archives, disappeared in the flames of the Second World War and the Warsaw ghetto uprising.
Jews as slave and prisoner owners
As already been said, Baranowski and Karaite authors of the 1930s often mentioned the fact that the participation of the Karaites in mediation regarding the redemption of captives was purely non-pragmatic. The idea that the Karaites could buy or own slaves and prisoners for their own purposes has not even been mentioned. Again, objective analyses of sources yields a different picture-numerous documents of the Tatar period testify to the fact that the Karaite population of the Crimea possessed slaves and used slave labour.
The earliest sources regarding involvement of Jewish population of the Crimea into the slave trade date back to the medieval period. The Vita of the Kievan monk Eustratios (1096) tells about the cruel tortures and crucifixion of Eustratios in Cherson (south-western Crimea, now a part of Sevastopol) performed by an unmerciful Jewish slaver, who wanted to convert the monk and his colleagues to Judaism. In spite of the fact that some didactic parts of the story can hardly be trusted, most of modern scholars consider that the story contains grains of historical data about the Jewish slave traders, who were expelled from the town about a year later.
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Before starting analysing the documents related to the Jewish slaveownership in the Early Modern Crimea, it is worthwhile saying a few words about legal side of the problem. In both the Ottoman and Tatar parts of the Crimea there were a few minor legal limitations for non-Muslims concerning the purchase of slaves. Normally Jews and Christians were not allowed to purchase Muslim slaves. According to de Peyssonel, Christians and Jews were also forbidden to purchase the best slaves-Circassians and Abhazians, who were supposed to be bought only by Muslims. 27 Some sources testify that the Jews in Turkish lands were observing the Biblical prescription of releasing a slave on the seventh year of his or her servitude. Ivan Lukyanov (beginning of the eighteenth century) remarked: 'The Turks are more merciful than the Greeks, and the Jews are also much better than them [than the Greeks]; a prisoner of a Turk is released after seven years, and if a Turk This tradition is also testified by Karaite sources. In the mid-eighteenth century Karaite woman Rebecca and her daughter were purchased by a Rabbanite Jew in Constantinople, who subsequently took them to Thessaloniki. Rebecca worked for his Rabbanite master for six years, and in accordance with the aforementioned Jewish tradition was subsequently released on the sev- enth. She received her ktav hofshit (liberation certificate) and moved to Constantinople, where she worked for another Rabbanite Jew, Jacob Kamondo (åãðåîà÷), this time, however, for money and food. 29 This testimony is highly important for our topic also because it seems to be the only evidence that a Jew, in fact, was allowed to enslave and use the servile labour of his own religious brethren! Ottoman fiscal data testify that the Karaites possessed slaves in Caffa, the main Ottoman port of the Crimea. The Turkish defter (=register) of the Caffa eyalet (=province) of 1542 mentions six females, who were slaves (esir) belonging to the members of the Karaite community of Caffa. Their names and status were indicated in the register in the following way: Not only the Karaite, but also the Rabbanite community of Caffa took active part in the slave trade. In 1609-1610 members of the community had problems with the tax exacted by the sar ha-ir (undoubtedly, paşa, i.e. Ottoman governor, of Caffa) for the permission to trade in slaves. The tax was apparently too high and many tried to avoid it by concealing data concerning the exact number of slaves. Community beit din (court of justice) decided that anyone guilty of hiding the slaves was to pay five silver coins. It is also clear from the document that some members of the community used the slaves 29 The National Library of Russia in St Petersburg (hereafter: NLR), F.946, Evr.I, Doc.I.48 (Doc.35). It is unclear however, whether this practice of the release after six years of servitude was observed by Jewish slavers of the Crimean origin. For more information regarding Rebecca's case see below. I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Mrs Darja Vassyutinski (Jerusalem) for pointing out at this valuable source. 30 The term rus was normally used to indicate slaves of Orthodox Slavic origin from the territories of modern Ukraine and Russia; the bulk of them were, most likely, the Rusyns (Ruthenians), orthodox subjects of the Polish king, ancestors of modern Ukrainians, and Russians (cf. Kołodziejczyk, 'Slave Hunting', 159). 31 Evliya Çelebi mentioned that in the Crimean Khanate female slaves were usually called difka (a corruption of Russian devka or Ukrainian divka) and marya (probably because 'Maria' was one of the most widespread names of these captives: Çelebi, Księga podróży, 355, ft.454; idem, Kniga puteshestvii, 172-173, ft.441). In most cases marya was just a generic term used to denote Russian female slaves. The term difka was usually used to denote young women and virgins, while the designation marya was applied to adult women. As one can see from the register, one of these maryas (=women) had a typical Russian name of Ulyana. For the male captives the terms kopna or konia were used (kopna is likely a corruption of the Polish word chłop, meaning a peasant or a young man; see Çelebi, Księga podróży, 355, 362 and 367). Sometimes male captives from Slavic countries were called by the generic terms kazak and sarı Ivan (i.e. 'Ivan with red/light brown hair') (Zaitsev, ' "Vol′naya gramota" ', 232, ft.5). Hebrew sources usually used term shevi to indicate a prisoner or captive; term eved was used to denote a male slave and shifxa-a female one. 32 Here the word marya is used, most likely, not as a generic term, but as a personal name: nam marya literally means 'named Maria'. 33 Halenko, 'Iudeiski hromady', 59. According to their names and other details, these female slaves were of Slavic origin, probably from Poland, Ukraine and Russia.
as their domestic servants. 34 One more internal Jewish document, originating most likely, also in the Rabbanite community of Caffa 35 testifies that the slave trade was indeed perceived as a profitable commercial enterprise. This document (1616) examines the case of certain Joseph ben Shabbatai, who together with his companion Meir ben Jacob took a group of captives from their friend Isaac. Later Joseph ben Shabbatai, apparently, refused to pay Meir his share-and consequently was forced to pay 10 florins to the latter by the Caffa beit din.
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The unusual story of the Don Cossack Ivan (Ivashko) Vergunenok is also closely connected to the Jewish community of Caffa. About 1640 Vergunenok was captured by the Tatars during the military raid. He had been sold to a Jewish (most likely Karaite) merchant in Caffa, where he claimed to be a son of Prince Dimitri, the heir to the Russian throne. Later he was bought by the Crimean Khan, who apparently wanted to use him in the planned war with Russia. The Khan kept him in chains in Zhidovskii Gorodok ('Jews' Town', Russ. transl. of Turk. 'Çufut Qal eh') for three years and in 1646 sold him to the Turkish sultan. 37 Another Cossack (in original-kazak) whose is name is not mentioned by the source was transferred to the Karaite merchant Samuel ben Daniel to be kept in his place. During the night, however, the Cossack managed to escape. 38 This happened, most likely, in Çufut Qal eh. Çufut Qal eh, an isolated mountainous fortress near Bahçesaray, the capital of the Crimean Khanate, in the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries fulfilled a role of a large prison for numerous important captives of the Tatar khans (see below). This is why documents preserved us names of the Karaite slaveowners from this town. A document from 1613 mentions the Russian female slave Servinaz, 39 who was kept in slavery by a Karaite Jewess of Çufut Qal eh Malkah, daughter of Elijah. Malkah did not want to liberate Servinaz in spite of the fact that her mother declared Servinaz to be free a short while before her death. It needed a meddling of the Muslim court of justice in order to fulfill mother's will and liberate Servinaz. 40 Driven to desperation slaves could easily turn against their masters, as was the case with the eighteenth-century Crimean Jewish slave-owner who was killed by his slave in his own vineyard. By the order of the Khan Maqsud Giray the murderer was sentenced to death and delivered into the hands of the Jewish community. Nevertheless, a serious obstacle appeared: the Jews, who were not allowed to shed human blood, could not fulfill this sentence. Therefore, Maqsud Giray allowed the Jewish community to use Old Testament precepts, and the culprit was stoned to death. 42 
Jews as slave-and prisoner-guards
Çufut-Qal eh (Turk. 'Jews Fortress'), the medieval Crimean town with numerous and influential Karaite community, from the end of the fifteenth century practically until the Russian annexation of the Crimea in 1783, was constantly used by the Tatar officials as a place for housing important and significant prisoners. 50 Evliya Çelebi (1666) wrote: 'There is no way to get out of this prison in Çufud-Qal esi, unless your remains are taken from there in a coffin. To such extent this prison resembles inferno.' 51 At the beginning of the seventeenth century, however, the Tatar administration was moved from the town, thus practically leaving Çufut Qal eh in the disposition of the Jewish (Karaite) and Armenian communities of the settlement. According to Evliya Çelebi already in 1666 duties of the commandant, garrison, guards, and door-keepers of Çufut Qal eh were fulfilled by the local Karaites. This situation seemed to Çelebi quite an extraordinary one. He remarked that he had not seen 'such an independent Jewish fortress' in any other country of the world. 52 At the end of the seventeenth century the duties of the qapucı (Turk.; here in the sense 'commandant of the fortress', not just a 'door-keeper') of Çufut Qal eh were fulfilled by the Karaite Saltık. This Karaite executive was apparently a very influential official, who not only managed to administrate the whole fortress, but also sustained close contacts with the Khan and its deputies. 53 Nevertheless, in my opinion, the Karaites could hardly fulfill the duties of armed guards of prisoners-as non-Muslims they were not allowed to bear arms according to the dhimmi rules. Therefore, we may assume that duties of the 48 
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journal of jewish studies armed guards for the prisoners kept in the fortress were fulfilled by the Tatar soldiers-sekbans.
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Highly interesting is the question of the location of this prison. Local historians suggested to locate this prison in one of the cave-dungeons situated on the southern slope of Çufut Qal eh. 55 In our view, however, this cave-prison was used only for such prisoners whose conduct evoked wrath of the Tatar officials, whereas other, more respected prisoners were located in normal buildings. Sources clearly suggest that the numbers of captives imprisoned in the fortress could be sometimes quite considerable (perhaps, as much as several tens individuals). Thus, the aforementioned small cave dungeon could not possibly accommodate all of them. Some other seventeenth-to eighteenthcentury sources suggest that, in fact, there were more than one or two buildings in the territory of Çufut Qal eh that were used as a prison. 56 In the second half of the eighteenth century one of such prisons was located in the house of the Karaite Aaron Hoca. 57 In 1648, after the Corsun battle, a number of noble Polish dignitaries were taken prisoners by the Crimean Tatar army. 58 According to the seventeenth century chroniclers Haci Mehmed Senai and Hachatur Kafayeci, two most important of them, hetmans Potocki and Kalinowski were later transferred to the prison of Çufut Qal eh. 59 Numerous archival documents supply us details of their Crimean imprisonment, however, they do not provide any information on the role of the Karaites. to its Russian translation published by Szapszał), the Karaite community refused to house Timophey because of their hatred towards the Zaporozhian Cossacks who killed colonel Eljasz Karaimowicz (according to Szapszał, this colonel belonged to the non-existant Karaite clan of the Uzuns). 61 Even the first acquaintance with this document, the absence of its original, and its suspicious style, not to mention the striking improbability of the story, strongly suggested that it was a Szapszał's forgery. My suspicions were justified in April 2002, when-browsing one of Szapszał's notebooks, which he started in Constantinople, in 1927, among quotations from other sources related to Eljasz Karaimowicz-I found a document in Hebrew characters written in Szapszał's hand. This document, composed in Crimean Tatar, represents two different versions of the 'draft' of this 'seventeenth century' Karaite document, evidently composed by Szapszał, most likely in the 1930s. 62 
Jews as prisoners' money-lenders and providers of food
In addition to prisoners of war, seventeenth century Çufut Qal eh very often housed, so to say, 'unofficial' prisoners, i.e. the members of disagreeable foreign embassies, whose position sometimes was even worse that that of important captives. They were not allowed to leave Çufut Qal eh, did not receive any monetary or food supply, were often threatened and humiliated. 63 Again, very often it were Jewish merchants who facilitated their position by lending money and food-supply. Petr Savelov (1628) mentioned, in his account to the Tsar Mikhail Romanov, that, because of the war in the Crimea, he and other members of the embassy were forced to spend about nine weeks in the beleaguered Zhidovskii Gorodok (Çufut Qal eh) almost dying from starvation and purchasing victuals from the local Jews (undoubtedly, the Karaites). 64 Sources even preserved exact record of the amount of money and goods, which were borrowed by the members of this embassy during their stay at Çufut Qal eh. 65 Andrei Nepeitsyn (1634) remarked that he had left his goods to be kept in Zhidovskii Gorodok at zhidovin Ezra's (='Ezra the Jew') place. 66 More details concerning the drastic circumstances of Nepeitsyn and Dvorianinov's stay at the embassy in the Crimea (1634) are provided journal of jewish studies by Russian sources. According to them, the ambassadors left their valuables at the homes of some Jewish moneylenders (undoubtedly, Karaite merchants of Çufut Qal eh and Yaşlov). However, under the torture the ambassadors confessed this fact. The moneylenders, when taken to Bahçesaray, убоясь и видя пытку (='being terrified of the tortures'), informed the officials of the exact location of the hidden valuables.
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Sometimes foreign embassies stayed in Yaşlov, a small settlement of the clan of Yaşlov beys between Akmeçet (modern Simferopol′) and Bahçesaray. In all probability there also were Jewish merchants who had financial affairs with members of the embassies. Andrei Nepeitsyn (1634), for example, remarked that he had stored some of his goods at the place of 'the Jew Ezra of Yaşlov' (у жидовина у Изрыну Яшловскова).
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A very late nineteenth century Karaite tradition mentioned the presence of the Karaite population in Taş Yargan (a.k.a. Taş Cargan), a small Tatar settlement close to Akmeçet (Simferopol). 69 The Karaite hakham S. Szapszał included Taş Yargan in his list of the Crimean Karaite settlements. 70 The stay of foreign embassies in this village is mentioned in the letter of M. Broniewski to the Polish king Stefan Batory (1.01.1579). 71 Broniewski was kept there in a kind of 'mild imprisonment'. Taking into account the aforementioned nineteenth century data, and the fact that in all settlements (Çufut Qal eh, Yaşlov, Mangup) where the members of the foreign embassies were housed there was, necessarily, a Jewish population, it can be very cautiously supposed that-in Taş Yargan, in the sixteenth/seventeenth centuries-there was also a Jewish (most likely, Karaite) population that fulfilled 'supplementary' functions to prisoners (i.e. money lending and providing victuals).
The Karaite population of Mangup fulfilled similar 'supplementary' functions (i.e. lending of money and providing victuals) with regard to imprisoned captives. 72 One of the Dominican friars, who were imprisoned there in 1663, mentioned the fact that he and his companions had received some help from the merciful Jewish women of Mangup. 
Jews as 'objects' of the trade in slaves and captives
As well as other inhabitants of the region, the Crimean Jews often became victims of the military raids and slave traders. The Ottoman traveler Evliya Çelebi admiringly described Tatar raids and seizure of captives. According to the traveller, in the 1640s and 1650s the Crimean Khan Islam Giray III invaded Polish lands seventy-one times and captured 200,000 Jews, later selling each for the price of a full tobacco pipe. 74 Despite the fact that such information was probably an exaggeration, it gives some idea of the number of Jewish captives taken during such raids and the attitude towards them.
The life and vicissitudes of the rabbi Moses ben Jakob ha-Goleh (=the Exiled) of Kiev (1440-1520), one of the most famous European Jewish thinkers of that time, were closely related to the military campaigns of the Crimean Tatars. Already in 1482-1483 his children were captured during the Tatar sack of Kiev and taken to the Crimean slavery. The rabbi himself was enslaved during the Tatar siege of Lida in 1506 and taken to the Crimean town of Eski Qırım (Sulkhat). In spite of his bitter polemics with the Karaite leaders, Moses ben Jacob was redeemed through the joint efforts of the local Rabbanite and Karaite communities. After his release, the rabbi stayed in Caffa until the end of his days and became the leader of the local Rabbanite community, where he introduced a unified liturgical model. 75 It is only through his spiritual authority and introduction of this new amalgamated tradition that a local community, which consisted of a few rival groups before, became a united group with common religious denominator. 76 Thus, paradoxically enough, in this case the Tatar slave trade unwillingly played a decisive role in the forming of the local Jewish community.
Warsaw Archive for Old Documents (AGAD) contains a highly interesting document related to the release of the Polish Jew 'Zaczek' (i.e. Isaac) from the Crimean captivity. The document exists in two versions: one is supposed to be the Polish translation of the lost Tatar original. In the short archival description it is attributed as the letter of the Crimean khan Mehmed Giray IV (ruled 1641-1644, 1654-1666) to the Polish chancellor. 77 The other is catalogued as the Russian (or, rather Old Belorussian) 78 Polish) . 78 The catalogue says język ruski, which is not the same as język rosyjski (=the Russian language). journal of jewish studies and is dated to . . . the rule of Mehmed Giray I (1514-1523). 79 In my opinion, the presence of the Belorussian translation suggests that this document was, most likely, composed during the rule of Mehmed Giray I-at the time of Mehmed Giray IV, in the seventeenth century, this language was used in the official correspondence much less frequently.
Despite their different dating and the fact that they were written in different languages, content of the both documents is practically identical. Both letters present the request to return to the Khan's servant 'Obrahim' (also a Jew?) 80 the money, which he had borrowed to the Polish Jew Isaac ('Żyd naimie Zaczek'). Isaac needed this money to be released from the Crimean captivity. The time for return of the money had gone, and additional request was dispatched to Kamieniec Podolski (Poland, modern Ukraine) to find Isaac there. Nevertheless, even after this neither money, nor Isaac could be found. 81 The letters again mention the necessity of finding Isaac and return of the debt. We do not have at our disposal any other materials concerning the solution of this affair. However, it is possible to come to the following conclusions. First, the Jews, even from such remote from the Crimea places as Kamieniec Podolski, also were sometimes captured in the course of the Tatar military raids. Second, Isaac (Zaczek) was such an important person (or perhaps, his redemption-fee was so high) that the Crimean Khan himself at least two times wrote to the high Polish officials to clarify his matter.
Equally unusual was the story of the Crimean imprisonment of the Karaite pilgrim to Jerusalem, Joseph ben Joshua from Derażno (Poland). It was described by him in the piyyut in the Galician dialect of the Karaimo-Kipchak language 82 entitled Karanhy bulut (=Black cloud). The poem was dedicated to his stay in the Crimea in 1666, where he was thrown into a terrible prison in Bahçesaray 'in the Khan's palace with the chain on the neck'. Joseph ben Joshua's supplication to lead him out of the 'harsh captivity' was soon attended to. Nevertheless, the Khan (most likely, Mehmed Giray IV) confiscated the money, which the Jewish pilgrim needed to travel to Jerusalem. Therefore, Joseph ben Joshua could not realize his plans and was forced to stay in Çufut Qal eh for three years, where he studied the Torah with local sages. Thus, for him the Crimean imprisonment turned out to be a very important part of his life and religious education. Redemption of brethren-in-faith from the harsh and unmerciful Muslim captivity was considered an elevated and noble deed in the Jewish society of that time. One of the seventeenth century documents calls this matter mitsvah gdolah (great commitment) and emphasizes the necessity of collecting tsedaqah (alms) for this purpose. 84 As was the in the case of the rabbi Moses ha-Goleh, who was redeemed through the joint efforts of the Rabbanite and Karaite communities, the Rabbanites and Karaites often forgot about their religious conflicts in order to save lives of their religious brethren. A letter from Mordecai ben Samuel of Qırq Yer (i.e. Çufut Qal eh) of 1677 is largely dealing with the problem of the release of the Karaite and Rabbanite captives kept in Constantinople. The Karaites of Çufut Qal eh agreed to contribute to the release of the captives, mentioning, however, the fact that the Karaite community of Constantinople also should take part in ransoming captives. 85 One more document, however, shows that sometimes members of both communities could not forget about their religious conflicts-and refused to redeem members of a different community. The letter of the Karaite community of Constantinople of 1753 addressed to Isaac ben Moses Sinan Çelebi (éáéìéö ïàðéñ) and Judah ben Moses Sinan Çelebi, leaders of the community of Çufut Qal eh, narrates a story of a certain Karaite woman, Rebecca, and her daughter. The letter mentions that Rebecca and her daughter were brought as slaves to Constantinople by a certain Muslim (Turkish?) merchant, who wanted to sell them to the local Rabbanites. Nevertheless, the Rabbanites did not want to ransom them since they were of Karaite denomination. Therefore, the Rabbanite authorities sent them to the Karaite community of the city. The latter, however, did not believe that Rebecca and her daughter were Karaite-and refused to purchase them. After all they were bought by a certain Rabbanite merchant Judah Dalion (ïåàéìã), who used as his domestic servants. Being released after six-year service Rebecca was for a while free, but then for some unclear reason was imprisoned again. For some unclear reason (the document is somewhat incomplete), the Karaite community blamed the Rabbanites of being guilty of Rebecca's new imprisonment. The letter mentions the vicious and rotten character of the Rabbanite community and their religious practices. Moreover, it also refers to the help received from one of the Crimean Khan's important authorities in this matter. 86 In passing, it is important to mention that for many Jews the time spent in slavery turned out to be a drastic experience that forced them to change their religious views and opinions about religion. For example, Joshua ben Abraham Eschel (Herschel) was twice enslaved during his travels (once in the northern parts of the Crimean Khanate and once on his way to Italy). The second slavery, when he was beaten and humiliated, happened to be a turning journal of jewish studies point in his life. While being ransomed and taken care of by a Christian superintendent Reinchardt, he decided to convert to Christianity c.1722. During the baptism he received a Christian name Friedrich Albrecht Augusti, studied theology in Jena, Gotha, and Leipzig, and died as a priest in Eschenberge. 87 
Conclusion
As has been demonstrated in the article, despite their fragmentary character, the sources allow reconstructing a general picture of Jewish involvement into the Crimean trade in slaves and captives. Moreover, they allow developing an absolutely new perspective on the role of Jewish population in the history of the Crimean Khanate. The sources testify that Jewish population played a highly significant role in the trade in slaves and captives of the Crimean Khanate in the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. The ways, in which the Jews were engaged in this business, were varied and diversified-from mediators in trade and money-lenders to commandants of the Jewish fortress of Çu-fut Qal eh, from wealthy slave-owners to misfortunate victims of the Tatar predatory raids. Moreover, the Jews played important role in international trade and were sometimes appointed influential state officials of the Crimean Khanate. A Jewish merchant was highly important for those who wanted to redeem their relatives at a lesser price than that that was offered by Tatar officials (see the testimony of Martinus Broniovius). A Jewish merchant could also be sent to solve financial matters of important captives as far as Sweden (e.g. the case of the Jewish merchant Arslan); he could purchase captives to use them as his domestics of sell them to Jewish merchants from other countries. A Jew could also be a commandant of the whole mountainous fortress housing important prisoners belonging to Tatar khans (e.g. the Karaite qapucı Saltık). Nevertheless, the Jews themselves could often become victims of Tatar slavers.
Sources also testify to the development of travel and trading routes between the Crimea, Poland, and countries of the East. Meir Ashkenazi, for example, who lived most of his time in Ottoman Caffa in the Crimea, travelled to Poland, Italy, and Egypt, where he was eventually killed. A redemption-fee for a Polish Jew Isaac was so high that the Crimean Khan himself twice sent a letter to Poland, the second time together with his servant Obrahim (also a Jew?) (see appendices 1 and 2). The seventeenth-to eighteenth-century Karaite pilgrims often used the Crimean land as an interchange station on their way to the Holy Land. Apart from Joseph ben Joshua, whose travel to Palestine was not completed, we know the names of other Karaites pilgrims who reached the Holy Land. 88 Of great interest is also 'supplementary' activity of Jewish population of Çufut Qal eh and Mangup, who often lent money and sold important goods and victuals to the members of foreign embassies residing in the Crimean Khanate in the seventeenth century. Very often it was Jewish merchants whose financial assistance allowed ambassadors to survive the wrath of the Tatar khans, lack of food and water, and inclemency of the Crimean weather. On the basis of the testimonies of our sources one can also add to the map of the Crimean settlements with the Jewish population such places as Yaşlov and, most likely, Taş Yargan. Crimean historians could also benefit from the fact that these two small settlements had sometimes been used as residence for foreign embassies. It is also very important that the sources show weakness of the twentieth century Karaite and Polish scholarship regarding the allegedly self-sacrificing and absolutely non-pragmatic participation of the Karaites in ransoming of the Polish captives.
The Tatar slave trade in the Crimea, which began in the late Middle Ages and continued well into the eighteenth century, was finished only with the Russian acquisition of the Crimean Khanate by Russian Empire in 1774-1783. Surprisingly, the annexation of the Crimea sparked messianic speculations among some Jewish sectarian movements, such as Sabbatians in Turkey and Polish Frankists. 89 Indeed, this event signified a beginning of a new era for the Jewish colonization of this area, when thousands and thousands of the Ashkenazic Jews from Eastern Europe rushed to the Crimea, with its mild and hospitable climate, vineyards, plough lands (which were largely unoccupied after the Tatar and Turkish emigration), and promising commercial potential. Nevertheless, local Jewry no longer took part in slave trade since it was completely abolished by the Russian government immediately after the annexation. 
